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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Statement of Results 
In the 1930’s, Wilhelm Magnus [.5], [6] proved some deep theorems about 
groups presented on a single relation, perhaps the most famous of which are 
the Freiheitssatz and the solvability of the word problem. With the proper 
definitions, the statements of Magnus’ theorems translate immediately into 
conjectures about associative linear algebras. The main object of the present 
investigation is to show that the Freiheitssatz is indeed true in one-relator 
algebras of a special type. 
Specifically, let F = F(x, y1 ,..., y,J be the free associative algebra without 
1 freely generated by x, yr ,..., yn over the field 4. If u E F, with U the ideal 
generated by u, is such that F/U has no zero divisors, then we call u a strong 
prime. We show 
If u is a strong prime and the least homogeneous term of u is not 
a polynomial in the y’s alone, then U does not contain any nonzero 
polynomials in the y’s alone. 
Our techniques, however, are not strong enough to enable us to solve the 
word problem for F/ U. If we restrict u to be homogeneous, then the difficulty 
vanishes since it is easy to show that any algebra presented on finitely many 
homogeneous relations has a solvable word problem [4]. 
It was shown [2] that no proper two-sided ideal of a free associative linear 
algebra is again free. In the positive direction, we show: 
If u is a strong prime and is homogeneous, then the right (left) 
ideal generated by u is a free associative algebra. 
B. Notation 
Throughout the paper, Fl = Fl(x, yl ,..., y,J and F = F(x, y1 ,..., yn) are 
the free associative algebras with and without identity, respectively, freely 
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generated by x, yr ,..., yn over the field 0. Thus, if S = S(x, yr ,..., m) is 
the free semigroup freely generated by x, yr ,..., ym , then S, = S u (1) and 
S are vector-space bases for Fl and F, respectively. The elements of S, are 
called monomials and the degree of a monomial is defined in the usual way. 
An element u E Fl is called a polynomial and can be uniquely written as 
u = C aimi, ffi E CD, mieSi, mi = mjoi = j. 
If 01~ # 0, we say that mi is a monomial of u. The order O(U) [degree d(u)] of 
u is the degree of one of its monomials of least (largest) degree. II is homoge- 
neous if o(u) = d(u). 
If A is a subset of Fl , we denote by (A), Alg(A), Id(A) respectively the 
vector subspace, subalgebra (not necessarily with l), ideal of Fl generated by 
A. If B is also a subset of Fl , then AB is the additive subgroup generated by 
{abla~A,b~B}. 
II. B~sxs MODULO I-GENERATOR IDEALS 
We first derive a very useful property of bases for Fl modulo U, the ideal 
generated by the single element u of F. 
Let M = (1 = m, , m, ,...} be a set of monomials which is a vector-space 
basis of Fl modulo U. Thus, given v E Fl , there exists a unique set of 
elements pi E CD’, and an element w E U for which v = w + C vimi. Thus 
F,=C@mi+U. (1) 
We note that since the natural images of the monomials of Fl span FJU, 
there always exist such monomial bases. We set R = Alg(um, 1 mi E M). 
LEMMA 1. If 1 is a natural number, then 
uF, = R + uU1. 
Proof. It follows from (1) that 
uFl=~Oumi+uUCR+uU. 
Assume then for an induction that uFl C R + uUk for some k > 1. Since 
U = F,uF, , it follows that 
uUk = u(F,UF,)~ = (uF,)“+l. 
Thus, by assumption, 
uUk C (R + uUk)“+l 
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and, since R C U, it follows that 
uU” C R + ulJ”U = R + uU”+l. 
Finally, then 
uFl = R + uUkC R + uU”+l. 
The proof is now complete since R + uU”+l C uF, . 
LEMMA 2. U = Fl C @urni + FzuFz for each natural number 1. 
Proof. Let K = 21 and use Lemma 1: 
U = F,lcF, = F,R + FluUk 
= F,R + F,u(F,uF,)” 
= F,R + F,u(FluFJ-lFluFl(FluF,)k-z 
= F,R + F”uF”-l 
= Fl C @urni + F’uFl. 
That both of the terms on the right-hand side are contained in U establishes 
the reverse inclusion. 
It would be extremely useful to know if the residual term F%Fl can be 
omitted in this expression for U. If u is homogeneous, then it is easy to show 
that this is indeed the case. 
LEMMA 3. If u is homogeneous, then R = uF, and U = Fl C @urni . 
Proof. It is clear that R C uF, . Since a polynomial v E uF= is of the form 
v = C c+p$, with a:i E @ and each pi a monomial, we need only show, to 
establish the reverse inclusion, that if m is a monomial then urn E R. We apply 
Lemma 1 with I > d(m). Thus 
um=uw,+r, wz E UI, rER. (2) 
Now uwl has order at least I = d(u) so that the homogeneous component of 
degree d(m) + d(u) of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is the homogeneous 
component h of degree d(m) + d( u o r. Thus urn = h and belongs to R ) f 
since R is generated by homogeneous elements. 
Now since R = uF, , F,R = F,uF, = U. Because F,R = Fl z @urni , it 
follows that U = Fl C @urni . 
III. THE FREIHEITSSATZ 
We can now prove our main theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let u be a strong prime in F and let h be the homogeneous term 
of least degree in u. Let U = id(u). If h ~2 Alg(y, ,..., y,J, then 
U n AMY, ,..., YJ = W 
Proof. We assume, for a contradiction, that there is in fact a nonzero 
element w = w(yr ,..., ye) E Alg(y, ,..., y,J which belongs to U. 
If w E F, we say that x occurs at the i position in v if there is a monomial of 
w whose ith letter is x. 
For each jlet t,j , t,j,..., &, be an enumeration of the monomials of Fl , of 
degree j - 1, and let Y be the smallest positive integer for which x occurs at 
the Y position in h. [Such an integer exists since h 6 Alg( yr ,..., y,J]. Let 
further rl < r2 < *** < yrn = Y be a list of the integers smaller than or equal 
to Y for which x occurs at the yi position in u. For 1 < i < m we write 
u = ui + a. z Y (3) 
where x occurs at the rt position of every monomial of u1 and x does not occur 
at the yi position in rii . Thus 
Ui = 1 ‘yjit? XUji 
j 
(4) 
with the convention that uii = 0 if 3/ji = 0. To prove the theorem we need 
only prove that uj, E U for all j. For then, since x occurs in the r, = r 
position in h, some ujln is nonzero. However, the order of uj,,, is strictly less 
than the order of u. Thus ujm cannot be in U and we have our contradiction. 
We now prove by induction on i that, for 1 < i < m, uji E U. By Lemma 2, 
we can write 
Z,k B 
(5) 
with alk homogeneous of degree k, M a monomial basis for FJU, p, and qg 
monomials and each p, of degree at least Y + d(w) + 1. 
Let s be the smallest integer for which some a,,, is nonzero. We now write 
aZk = @Zki + EZki , (6) 
Ps =Poi+Ali, (7) 
where x occurs at the s + yi position in every monomial of azki and pgi and x 
does not occur at the s + yi position in Zzxi or & (of course either pgi = 0 or 
p,i = 0). 
Assume that we have already shown that uji E U for all j and for i < d. 
(For d = 1, the assumption is empty so that we may begin the induction.) 
Now, with i = d, we substitute (3), (6), and (7) in (5) and note that, since w 
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is in the y’s alone, the terms in this expansion which have an x in the s -/- Ye 
position must add to zero. Further, we note that s < d(w). Thus 
d(p,) > r + d(w) > rd + s. It then follows that 
C alsUdml + 1 C at,s+Td-p,uim~ 
1 l<i<d I 
-f- c c alkdUmZ f ~z%?h = O- (8) 
k>s+r, Z 9 
Now, by the induction hypothesis, Uji E U for i < d. Thus, since 
d(qkd) 2 s -I- rd , d(p,) b s + *d and d(az,,+,d-,itpx) = s i- 7d, we may 
appeal to (4) to find that the sum of the last three terms of the left-hand side 
of (8) may be written as 
where each ei and ft is a monomial, d(eJ > s + r, and x occurs in the rd 
position in each ei . We may thus rewrite Eq. (8) as 
Write now 
C alpam, + 1 Gieiufi = 0. 
2 i 
(9) 
and 
Substituting (4), (lo), (11) in (9), we find that 
- c Giuatp Xi$df~ = 0. 
LA 
(12) 
Now, since Fl is free, the left-hand side of (12) is still zero if we only sum over 
I and i, fixing m, j, and h in such a way that ti+“d = tz’t;d. Thus, after 
“division” by ti++dx, we find that 
and thus that 
Since some al, is nonzero, we may assume that we chose m in such a way that 
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some cyIsm is nonzero. Thus, since the ml)s are independent modulo U, 
c r alsmml $ U. F/U has no zero divisors, then this implies that Y,~z+, E U for 
all j. The proof of Theorem 1 is then complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Let u be a strong homogeneous prime in F and let U = id(u). 
rfU$-wYl ,***, m), then u n AMy, ,..., m) = 10). 
Since Lie elements are strong primes ([3], p. 166), we have immediately 
COROLLARY 2. If u is a homogeneous Lie element of F and U = id(u) and 
if u 4 hAyI ,..., Y,J then Un AMy, ,..., YJ = {Oh 
We mention one last corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. Let u be an element of the free Lie algebra L freely g-ated 
by xl ,..., x, and let U be the Lie ideal generated by u. Let L’ = L/U. Then 
some subset xi1 + U ,..., xi,-* + U of the generators xt + U,..., x,, + U of 
Ll U freely generate a free Lie algebra. 
The proof follows immediately upon noticing that the homogeneous term 
of least degree in u must involve some letter and upon embedding L in its 
universal enveloping algebra. 
IV. THE FREENESS OF SOME RIGHT IDEALS OF FI 
Consider F as a left Fi-module; a set N of left F,-independent homogeneous 
polynomials in F will be called a reduced Fi-independent set if whenever h is 
a homogeneous polynomial and N v {h) is not F,-independent then h depends 
on elements of N of degree at most d(h); i.e., there are homogeneous poly- 
nomials a1 ,..., a, E FI , and elements n1 ,..., nk E N with d(a,nJ < d(h) and 
h = C aini . We now have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let u be a strong homogeneous prime in F and let U = id(u). 
Let M = {m, = 1, m, ,. ..} be a set of monomials in FI , and N = {urni ; 
i = 0, l,...}. Then M is a basis for FJ U if and only if N is a reduced maximal 
left F,-independent set in uFI . 
Proof. Suppose first that N is a reduced maximal left-independent set in 
FI and let m be a monomial. Then either m E M or N v {urn} is not left 
F,-independent. In this case, since N is reduced, we have a relation 
urn - C’ cq4mi = C” apm, , cii E @ (13) 
where the first sum is over mi’s with d(mJ = d(m) and the second over q’s 
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with d(mi) < d(m). By symmetry, we may assume that x occurs in the first 
position in u. Since each ai has degree at least 1, we may write 
u = xu, + uy ) ai = xair + ai, , 
where x does not occur in the first position in uy or aiy . Equating in (13) 
the terms with x in the first position, we find that 
xu,(m -- x ciimi) = x C airumi 
and thus that 
u,(m - 1 qm,) E U. 
Since u is a strong homogeneous prime and u, has too small a degree to 
be in U, this implies that m - C aimi E U. Thus M spans Fl mod U. We 
can then extract a basis M’ of FJU out of M. Let N’ = {urn, 1 m, E M’}. 
Then, by Lemma 3, uFl = Alg(N’). S ince N’ is still left Fr-independent it 
follows easily that N’ freely generates uF, . On the other hand, N is contained 
in uFl and hence N also generates uFl . Since N is left Fr-independent, N 
also freely generates uF, . Thus, since N’ C N, it follows that N = N’ and 
that M = &I’. M is then a basis for FJU. 
Suppose now that M is a basis for FJU. We first show that N is left 
F,-independent. If not, there is a finite subset {urni ,..., umik) of N which is 
left Fr-dependent and for which there is a relation C ajumij = 0 with 
d(ajumi,) a constant. Then, by a theorem of Cohn ([I], Theorem 3.6), some 
urnid of largest degree in Fl depends on the others. Thus there is a relation 
of the form 
C’ ajumii = C” aiumi, , OIi E @ 
where each aj is homogeneous of degree at least one aj and not all the 0~~‘s are 
zero. 
The argument used above now shows that C ajmij E U, a contradiction. 
Therefore N is left Fi-independent. We may then extend M to a set M’ of 
monomials such that N’ = (urn: 1 ml E M’} is a maximal left F,-independent 
subset of Fl . However, again as above, N and N’ freely generate uF, and 
hence N = N’. It then remains to show that N is reduced. If N is not reduced, 
then there is some homogeneous polynomial h such that (uh) u N is not 
Fr-independent and thus there is a finite set S = {uh, umil ,..., urn,,} which is 
Fr-dependent and yet every dependence relation among the elements of S 
involves nontrivially some urn,& of degree greater than the degree of uh. Now, 
again by [I], Theorem 3.6, some until of largest degree in S depends on the 
others, and thus there is a relation 
C’ alumi, = C” a,um#, -/- auh, cqE@, d(a,) > 1, d(a) > 1. 
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As before, we find that C qmil E U. This contradiction completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Since, for any u, F,/ld(u) h as a monomial basis and since independent 
elements freely generate a free algebra, we have the following. 
COROLLARY. If u is a strong homogeneous prime in F, then the right ideal 
generated by u is a free algebra. 
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